The Pope is no stranger to
these controversies. During his
tenure as Archbishop of Buenos
Aires Francis experienced this
kind of hostility as the Kirchner
government restricted freedom
of expression and then imposed
same-sex marriage legislation.
Though never strident in his
manner, Cardinal Bergoglio was a persistent fighter for the
true good of his people.
While serving as Archbishop, Cardinal Bergoglio collaborated
with two journalists, Sergio Rubin and Francesca Ambrogetti,
in a book-length interview where he speaks frankly about his
childhood, life and pastoral views.
What emerges from these pages is a man who takes his role of
Good Shepherd very seriously; his job is souls and getting them
to Heaven. Issues do not have souls, people do; government and
legislature do not have souls, real human beings do. Francis
sees his work-whether with the 2.9 million souls of Buenos
Aires or with the 7 billion in the world-as saving as many as
possible. For him this means finding people where they are in
life and letting them know they are loved, wanted and desired
by God. The government presents itself as the caretaker of the
people, the protector of the poor and those who feel left out
of society, but a government does not love, people do. Pope
Francis focuses his attention on the sufferings of men, women
and children. He seeks to empower people to experience and
know the love of God and to believe, whether "immediately
like Mary Magdalene," or like others who "believe only after
a long period of doubt" or who, "like Thomas, must put their
fingers in the wound" in order to believe.
This pastoral style is a change and a hard one for those who
preferred to keep faith on an intellectual plane. Francis
demands love and interaction with people. His homilies,
conversation and musing are liberally sprinkled with
anecdotes of people he has met known or loved. Much like
Christ himself, Francis uses parables from everyday life to
make his points. An airplane pilot, a lost soul who entered his
cathedral and many, many stories of his grandmother fuel his
teaching repertoire. Pope Francis' understanding of the world
comes from his strong Jesuit training in theology united with
a vast experience of people.
The ace in the hole of Pope Francis is an already established
dialogue among religions. In Argentina, Cardinal Bergoglio
had close ties to the Jewish community, even writing a
book in 2011 with Rabbi Abraham Skorka recording their
conversations.

shortly after his election. As religion becomes more coerced
out of the public square, more people of faith will have to stand
together to protect religious liberty.
Yet despite his differences in style, the biggest mistake in
understanding this new Pontificate would be to believe the
sense of disconnect the mainstream media paints between
Pope Francis and his predecessors. Pope Francis is fully in
agreement with the teaching of Benedict and has referred
constantly to the magisterium of the Pope Emeritus both
as Cardinal and now as Pope. His form is different but the
substance is the same. Where Benedict was a Pope for a
generation of readers and thinkers, with documents that will
enrich the Church for centuries to come, Pope Francis has
displayed the humility to style himself as a preacher for the
Y generation. His homilies are short, often focused around
a single word and accompanied with helpful instruction on
how to apply charity, prayer or forgiveness into daily life.
`Encounter' is the watchword for Pope Francis, who wants to
bring as many souls as possible to a transforming engagement
with Jesus Christ. He teaches with pictures for a society that
has lost a love for words, and like the Gentiles of antiquity,
understands only colourful images.

Conclusion
If John Paul II travelled as a missionary to awaken the Catholic
world wide and Benedict XVI taught us to balance our faith
with reason, now Pope Francis shows us how to take what we
have seen and heard and send it out into the world. Those of
us who have had the great fortune of living through this age
of the papal trifecta have much to be joyful about as we face
the challenges to come, side by side with our new Holy Father.

Questions:
I. How can we, in the spirit of Pope Francis, become an icon of
faithful Christian witness on a daily basis?
2. We speak of the humility of Benedict XVI and the humility
of Pope Francis as two different things. What is humility and
how do we exercise it in our own lives?
3. What is more important, making statements or saving
individual souls?
Dr Elizabeth Lev is an American-born art historian who lives
and works in Rome. She describes herself as "a joyful member
of the Rome faculty" at Duquesne University's Italian Campus
program, where she has taught art history since nearly the
very beginning of the program's existence.
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For the first time in recorded Church history, Patriarch
Bartholomew I of Constantinople, the Orthodox Ecumenical
Patriarch of Constantinople, attended a Papal installation.
This startling sight bodes well for further rapprochement
between the "two lungs of the Church."
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Continued dialogue with Islam will be another priority of this
Pope as he said in his address to the diplomatic community
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Dr Elizabeth Lev, provides us with an insight into the Holy Father's personal
and life and how His Holiness might be expected to confront
s facing the Church.

Curial reform is a daunting task to say the least, and one that Pope
Francis has undertaken gently yet decisively. No flamethrowers or
mass rounds of firings, but a first extended outreach to get to know all
the players. He has celebrated Mass with all the employees of the Holy
See, lunched with the variegated cast of characters within the Vatican
walls and has proved himself approachable and easy to speak to.

the rest is history.

INTRODUCTION
Tradition attributes to St Francis
of Assisi the saying "Preach
always and when necessary use
words." The fledgling pontificate
of Pope Francis appears to be
taking this to heart as these first
three months have produced
image after image of Christian
love, compassion and outreach.
Whether paying his hotel bill in papal whites or kissing the
tattooed foot of a prison inmate on Holy Thursday, Pope
Francis most certainly practises what he preaches.

Who is Pope Francis?
Where did this captivating figure come from? The rugged hills
of Umbria, like St Francis, or the wilds of Basque country like
St Ignatius of Loyola? No, Jorge Mario Bergoglio was a child
of the city, born in Buenos Aires on December 17, 1936. Much
of his popularity among Italians comes from the fact that his
father was Italian, and came from the region of Piedmont while
his mother, although born in Argentina, was also of Northern
Italian descent. To the Italians who have been coming in
droves to greet the new pontiff, it is as if the papacy had finally
returned to Italy.
Jorge Bergoglio trained as a chemical technician and
worked through secondary school as a janitor in a factory.
This experience formed in him a profound respect for the
importance of human work, and he has spoken repeatedly on
the dangers of labour exploitation, making a point of offering
solidarity with the unemployed.
Jesus spoke to St Francis in a tumbledown church, and to
St Ignatius in his convalescent home, but Jorge Bergoglio's
encounter with Christ took place in a confessional. He was 17
years old and felt that in that moment he had truly encountered
God. "God is he who 'anticipates' us," he says, "You are looking
for him, but he comes towards you first."
He waited several years before joining the Jesuit seminary and
in 1969 was ordained. The next few years he spent teaching
in Argentina with a short stint in Germany, and served as
Provincial Director of the Jesuit order and Rector of the
Philosophical and Theological Faculty of San Miguel. In 1998,
he was appointed Archbishop of Buenos Aires and in 2001 was
named cardinal by Blessed John Paul II. In the 2005 conclave
that elected Pope Benedict XVI, Cardinal Bergoglio received a
substantial number of votes, and of course, as of March 2013,

.r
Benedict meet.

The 5600 journalists who descended on
Rome were flabbergasted by the sight of the
tall, benign and, to most, unknown figure
standing on the papal balcony. Cardinal
Bergoglio rarely spent time in Rome, so he
was unfamiliar among the curial circles.
He had written little and so was a mystery
to the more cerebral crowd. He had spent
most of his life caring for his flock in
Buenos Aires, whether aiding the poor in
the slums or negotiating tense relations
with the Argentine President Nestor
Kirchner and his widow and successor,
Cristina Fernandez de Kirchner.

Challenges confronting Pope Francis
While it is nice to have a hands-on bishop in town, the fact
remains that as successor of St Peter and head of the universal
Church, Pope Francis has a lot on his global plate.
The greatest challenge by far for the new pontiff will be the
tsunami of religious indifference that threatens to engulf
the world, particularly in the West. Often noted through the
dwindling attendance rates at Mass, the malady also goes by
the name of secularism. The "saeculum"-lifespan of a man on
earth-seems to many to be the only reality worth investigating.
The lack of interest in asking oneself big questions about why
we are here and where we are going reveals another, more
insidious poverty, spiritual poverty.

Pope Francis soon revealed himself for
what he is, a man who matches his actions
to his words. A friend to the poor, he lived
in a simple apartment as archbishop and
took the bus to work. As pope, he lives
in the Casa Santa Marta, the Vatican
guesthouse and in the first days drove in
the car of the Gendarmes. His love of his
brother bishops was especially clear in
the prayers and considerations he made
towards the Pope Emeritus Benedict,
going out to see him at Castel Gandolfo as
soon as he was able, and referring to his
illustrious predecessor regularly in his
comments and homilies.

One can understand and sympathise with the lack of food
and means, but many do not realise the great emptiness in
the wealthy West. It tries to fill the void with luxuries, sex or
drugs (note the spate of attempts to legalise drugs) but cannot
recognise the underlying disease.
Pope Benedict XVI (as he then was)
addressed this question when he declared
the Year of Faith and now Pope Francis has
inherited the task of awakening the world
to the richness faith brings. Benedict was
arguably one of the greatest teachers of
the twentieth century, and yet as Pope he
found himself facing a global classroom of
students who cared little for the subject he was teaching. Pope
Francis is devising a series of extracurricular activities that
make faith seem fun, or at least relevant.

Jaded Romans first raised skeptical
eyebrows at these displays of humility, but
have since been won over as they realised
that he is what he appears to be. After
celebrating Mass in Sant'Anna, the parish
church of Vatican City, he waded out of
the Vatican walls and into the crowd. He
has crossed town twice to pray at St Mary
Major, reminiscent of the popes of the
ancient days, who as bishops of Rome were
regular fixtures out and about in the city.

His response to a world that would rather tweet than read,
has been to provide a series of Catholic Instagrams'. Beaming
as he embraces a disabled man, the Pope moves through a
sea of hopeful faces watching him as he passes like so many
sunflowers, turning toward the sky. The smiling, hugging and
kissing sends a powerful message like the postcards of yore
that said, "Wish you were here" Pope Francis seems to be
determined to show the world what it is missing by not trying
a little faith.
From the top:

An 11 years old Jorge
Bergoglio; The Bergoglio
family; Jorge Bergoglio and
his brother Oscar; Jorge
Bergoglio as a young priest.

His love of his brother bishops was especially clear in the
prayers and considerations he made towards the Pope Emeritus
Benedict, going out to see him at Castel Gandolfo as soon as he
was able, and referring to his illustrious predecessor regularly
in his comments and homilies.

The world is also watching Pope Francis on the question of
reform in the Curia. "Rebuild my Church," said the crucified
Jesus at San Damian.) to St Francis when he was first charged
with his mission. In many ways a similar burden has been
placed on the shoulders of the new Pope. Scandals, leaks and
revelations of deep rifts within the Church hierarchy have not
only damaged her evangelising mission but also given people
the excuse to dismiss the Church as just another careerist
bureaucracy with little to
It
recommend itself besides a
nice museum.
Curial reform is a daunting
task to say the least, and
one that Pope Francis has
undertaken gently yet
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decisively. No flamethrowers or mass rounds of firings, but
a first extended outreach to get to know all the players. He
has celebrated Mass with all the employees of the Holy See,
lunched with the variegated cast of characters within the
Vatican walls and has proved himself approachable and easy to
speak to. A man who thinks for himself yet is fully collegial in
his approach, the Pope named a task force of eight cardinals to
help him assess the situation. Leaked files, whispers in loggias
or even the much vaunted 312-page report compiled for Pope
Benedict XVI after the Vatileaks scandal will be verified and
augmented by hands-on investigation and creative thinking.
Pope Francis will meet with his team of eight cardinals in
October to discuss actions to be taken to reform the Vatican
bureaucracy. No ousting, no head rolling - perhaps this spirit
of how to restructure and reform might catch on.
If one were to limit the pressing questions to three, the
last would be religious liberty. While this topic makes us
immediately think of situations where Christianity is overtly
persecuted and believers are killed for the
Faith, it does not end here. The Western world,
known for its supposed religious 'tolerance',
becomes more intolerant toward belief by
the day. Religious conviction is met with an
unbending relativism that threatens its right
to exist, and attempts to marginalise those
who seek to live by their beliefs. The person
who believes that same-sex marriage is not
a true representation of the form and function of marriage or
who believes that abortion is the murder of another human
being or thinks that contraceptives damage the divine plan for
men and women is labeled at best antiquated and increasingly
often 'a hater', with all the public derision that the term entails.

Pope Francis' response
Blessed Pope John Paul II warned in his 1991 encyclical
Centesimus Annus that, "Those who are convinced that they
know the truth and firmly adhere to it are considered unreliable
from a democratic point of view, since they do not accept
that truth is determined by the majority, or that it is subject
to variation according to different political trends". The late
pontiff saw clearly the Christians living in 'free' democracies
who are fined, sidelined or ultimately
gaoled for following their consciences,
adding, "As history demonstrates, a
democracy without values easily turns into
open or thinly disguised totalitarianism."
Pope Francis will have to first awaken
the many Catholics who rest silently on Milo through the streets
entina.
the sidelines of these great
struggles for the future of
civilised society, while also
bolstering the many Catholics
who make great sacrifices to
bring about the kingdom of
the Lord.
Pope Francis washes and kisses feel of
young offenders.

